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interaction with it. . . . [Mongolian nomads] do not take over terrain. . .  and  transform it into something that is their own. Instead, they move within  a space and environment where some kind of nomadic life is possible. . . .   That is to say, they let it [their environment] pervade them and their  herds, influencing where they settle, when they move, and what kinds of  animals they keep.              (Humphrey 1995: 135, my emphasis)  Central Asian mobile pastoralists interact extensively within their environments, not just physically, but through sonic means as well. This premise is echoed in the work of ethnomusicologist Carole Pegg (2001e) and Theodore Levin (2006). Levin asserts that such musical practices animate sonic resonances of the environment by using mimetic faculties to interact with the natural reverberations produced by geographical formations. These include sounds such as the trickling of water, the booming echo in a cave, or the vibration of sound as it courses across an open plain. Urtiin duu, which, according to Levin, constitute “one of the most dramatic examples of resonant reverberation,” are songs that mimetically emulate the environment, producing sounds that are not merely a product of human effort, but rather a result of the interaction between human and environmental sound (Levin 2006: 37). 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 Figure 2.4       






Khalkha arguing that all Borjigin are Khalkha or vice versa, and most Borjigin arguing that they are distinct from Khalkha. As Pegg explains, Chinggis Khan is the seed from which Khalkha Mongols, the imperial  Borjigin clan, and those concerned about the unity of the Mongols are  cultivating their current identities. References to Chinggis Khan in songs  and melodies were just beginning to be acceptable in 1989 and the label  “Borjigin” used as a measure of cultural supremacy. The Borjigin long‐ song style was said to be the best, since Borjigin musicians and singers  performed in Chinggis’ court. Chinggis Khan’s father, Yesühei Baatar, was  from the Borjigin clan, and his descendants consider themselves to be the  nucleus of Mongol identity. . . . By 1993, there was some confusion as different  Mongol groups used the symbol of Chinggis Khan to reinvent themselves.  There was even confusion between Khalkha and Borjigin. I was told by a  Khalkha friend “all Mongols are Khalkha” and by a non‐Borjigin Khalkha “all  Khalkhas are Borjigin.” 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the country. Nonetheless, the MPRP still found their power over the rural population unsteady at best. The feudal aristocracy and Buddhist church still maintained significant ideological control, as they had for almost three centuries during the Manchu Qing era. In order to effectively force people to comply with the regulations of the new communist government, the MPRP and its head, Marshall Choibalsang, instigated violent purges throughout rural areas. During this time, anyone or anything that posed a threat to the new authority was massacred or destroyed: The Mongolian and Soviet secret police (NKVD) troops went among the herders, entering their homes and arresting those they believed to be  associated with the former aristocrats or Buddhist leadership and  destroying Buddhist and other spiritual paraphernalia. One musician from Arkhangai says that old herders told him that fiddles were also destroyed,  saying, “the soldiers seized their fiddles, took them outside of the ger and  burned them along with the Buddhist scriptures.”                    (Marsh 2002: 62)  Musicians and musical practices underwent forceful persecution during this time. “Performance practices were eliminated or forcibly changed,” and performers “were reduced to living in holes in the ground and begging” (Pegg 1995: 77‐78). It is estimated that over one hundred thousand people—including musicians, Buddhist lamas, shamans, and anyone assumed to be anti‐communist—perished in the purges (Sandag and Kendall 2000). As Dad’suren explained to me, “religion was considered to be a drug in the communist period and Marx said so. Marx’s book said so. We were taught that religion was empty and false, there was neither Buddha nor devil, and there were no ghosts.” 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had spent so much time training in Russia that they easily “integrated into Russian patterns of life . . .  [they] ate Russian food, spoke Russian, and sometimes lived with Russians” (Ginsburg 1999: 260). Peter Marsh argues that these urban intellectuals were early cosmopolitans who helped introduce and establish modernist‐socialist‐cosmopolitan values throughout Mongolia: [M]any of the early Mongolian cosmopolitans . . .  viewed Mongolian cultural                 development as having been long hindered by unprogressive traditions and  a self‐serving aristocracy. As they rose to positions of power within the party and government, they saw themselves less as protectors of the ancient cultural  heritage than as agents of cultural modernization and change . . . . [M]any of            these cosmopolitans placed emphasis on the development of “new culture”                 (shine soyol), including the arts . . .  that would be brought about through both                ‘reviving’ the essential Mongolian traditions lost as a result of centuries of                feudalism and aristocracy, and then “developing” them in accordance with the                   contemporary examples of Soviet and socialist . . .  nations. This is the process                  by which these Mongolians constructed a distinctly cosmopolitan national            culture.                                      (Marsh 2002: 12)   This new class of cosmopolitans utilized strategies of modernist reformism to reframe indigenous creative practices as part of an emerging Mongolian national identity, while simultaneously modifying them according to cosmopolitan values.    In Mongolia, such cultural reforms had to strike a careful ideological balance between the influence of Soviet power with the notion of Mongolian national independence. In order to avoid threatening Soviet imperialism, the emergent Mongolian nationalism had to frame Mongolia as a distinctive nation that was nonetheless economically and ideologically reliant on the Soviet Union. Cosmopolitan values based on evolutionist theories helped frame this ideology, for it depicted the unique but backwards Mongolians as a potential equal partner with the Soviets, if only they relied on Soviet domination to help them modernize and progress. The unavoidable tension inherent in “Mongolia the nation” as the 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dependent younger brother to the Soviets, versus “Mongolia the nation” as a wholly independent sovereign power, would play out in the 1960s. In the meantime, authorities could moderate the necessary praise of Mongolian distinctiveness by emphasizing the need to “develop” their indigenous practices according to an ideology that prized complexity and sophistication and conveniently positioned Mongolia as entirely reliant on its more‐civilized, “elder” Soviet sibling.   In Mongolia’s Second People’s Republic, these reforms led to the establishment of the rhetorical constructions “modern” (orchim üyein) and “traditional” (ulaamjlal or ugsaatny) in relation to musical performance, identifying certain indigenous musical practices, songs and instruments, as objects “separate from everyday life,” and “needing to be ‘developed’” (Marsh 2002: 14, 147‐8). For example, the Mongolian Academy of Sciences sponsored expeditions to rural areas to conduct folkloric collection of songs and the term ardiin (folk) was adapted to describe musical practices in pre‐revolutionary Mongolia. At the same time, the Party organized small, semi‐professional orchestras comprised of indigenous instruments that began performing modern (orchim üyein) European classical works. In 1941, the State Music and Drama Theater was founded in the capital city and a committee “specifically set out the theater’s ideological tasks, bringing it in line with the socialist programs of the state” (Pegg 2001e: 254). These included reforms that emphasized classical music‐making on European instruments. Throughout the twentieth century, such drastic music reforms were common across the Soviet sphere of influence:      Soviet culture policy with respect to traditional music was identical for      all the Central Asian republics. The main problem in culture policy was the 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“further enrich and strengthen the sound of the orchestra” (Ibid.: 102). According to Peter Marsh, [T]he character of the new national music culture of Mongolia had achieved a            fundamental break with the pre‐Revolutionary musical world. The emphasis of               the new musical culture focused upon professionalism, centralization, and                standardization within the framework of the European classical musical ideas               and aesthetics. The look and sound of a typical concert of national “folk” music                in the mid‐1970s, for example, probably bore a greater resemblance to a typical               performance of a contemporary European‐styled symphony orchestra than to a              typical traditional performance of a Mongolian herder, sitting in his ger in the               countryside. These changes reflected the broader cultural transformation that               was occurring within Mongolian society of the Third People’s Republic. The                 professional arts of this period bore little resemblance to the traditional arts of            the pre‐Revolutionary era. But neither were they merely “Soviet,” implying that               they were  imposed on the Mongolians. Instead, they represented a new                cosmopolitan influence.                   (Marsh 2002: 111)  Indeed, by the middle of the Third People’s Republic, few traces of pre‐Revolutionary musical activities in Mongolia had survived the sweeping reforms.  
Norovbanzad and the Increasing Professionalization of Urtiin Duu   Namjilyn Norovbanzad, Mongolia’s most famous urtiin duu concert singer of the twentieth century, became a national hero and icon in her own right during Mongolia’s communist era, as her singing career paralleled the professionalization and standardization of musical practices during this time. By the time she was a young woman, Norovbanzad’s musical talents were recognized by authorities, and she was increasingly promoted and paid for the concerts she gave, eventually becoming a professional urtiin duu singer, as she describes:  In 1948 I began to perform at concerts and act at the Cultural Palace in  Mandalgobi city . . . .  As a result I became a professional artist. In 1957 . . .   I was asked to join a Mongolian group of actors and participate in a Youth           Festival to be held in France. When I returned home, I was told that I had 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been chosen as a member of the National Central Theater’s troupe to be sent  to China . . . .  I performed as a soloist with the [State Folk and Dance] Ensemble  from the fall of 1957 to 1988. During those years I went on tour to . . .  most of  the former Soviet Union countries, including Russia, Belarus, Ukraine,  Moldova, Latvia and Central Asia, as well as Denmark, France, Italy,  Yugoslavia, Germany, Bulgaria, Rumania, Poland, Hungary, Afghanistan, India,              Bangladesh, and China. I have also given seven performances in Japan . . . . In  order to pass down Urtyn duu to younger generations, I have organized                  competitions, set up curriculums and training schools and taught Urtyn duu  at the Department of Singing in the National Arts University for over ten years.1 
 





when urtiin duu is performed at the yearly induction ceremony marking the country’s national Naadam competition:  The performance of the fiddle and long song are usually overshadowed by  or subsumed into the [imperial] imagery that accompanies the Naadam                  ceremonies . . . .  There were always men dressed in 13th century army  regalia . . . .  Sometimes there was even a person dressed like Chinggis Khan . . .           [while] the long song singers typically wear stylized army uniforms or costumes.                      (Marsh 2002: 215‐216)  Norovbanzad’s performances were framed according to nationalist sentiments, just as they continually are in present‐day, nationalistic performances. These costumes are iconic of an ancient nomadic past and are meant to be dramatically evocative. Typically, they appear as an older form of the nomadic del, complete with an elaborate, antiquated headdress (worn by Mongolian princesses almost a millennium ago) made from the long, arched horns of the wild Altai goat, as depicted below:  
  Figure 3.1 
   























































Figure 4.1: Advertisement for Chinggis Khaan Vodka from Mongolica magazine, 2006 
Mongolica 6(2): 70, Summer 2006. 
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clearly influenced by modernist‐cosmopolitan values in his musical performance. When describing his arrangement, his words demonstrate the extent to which he equates the creation of a Western, classical‐style musical arrangement of an indigenous song with improvement:    “There can be no improvement without a base, without tradition. We must    improve the national traditions because it is art. It wouldn’t be interesting    without improvements! Take for example the long song we played tonight . . .     the classical form of performing the long song, as you know, is with just one    singer and one fiddle player. We didn’t change the song or melody in any way,    we just added an arranged accompaniment. We think it makes it sound better,    and also more interesting for our audiences.”                    (quoted in Ibid.: 237)    The boundaries of what a musician considers an appropriate stylistic performance of urtiin duu has come to be quite flexible, as the above example demonstrates. Pürewkhüü is not the only person to have created new, supposedly improved arrangements of urtiin duu that stretch the boundaries of the genre. A 1996 recording of Norovbanzad demonstrates the kind of “improvements” she made on the urtiin duu Uyakhan zambuutiviin naran, marketing the new recording to a world beat audience. The studio‐made track betrays a strong Western influence, utilizing an extensive, synthesized electronic background in the vein of New Age music to create the perception of a meditational kind of calm and tranquility. Additionally, a harmonic, chordal background composed of synthesized tonic and dominant chords has been added to the song, to enhance its appeal to Western audiences familiar with such harmonies. The CD is sold in the larger tourist stores of Ulaanbaatar. In the recording, Norovbanzad uses synthesized chords and technological simulations of wind and other “natural” environmental sounds, iconic 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of nomadic Mongolian life, to “improve” her urtiin duu—or rather, market them to foreign tourists.   In another example, the world‐beat music project known as “Enigma” sampled part of the urtiin duu “Alsyn Gazryn Zereglee.” This song was sung by a professional urtiin duu singer named Adilbish Nergui, who trained with Norovbanzad and regularly performs with the ensemble Tümen Ekh. Enigma’s version is called “Age of Loneliness” and is recorded on their 1994 CD Cross of 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